What do Students think of OneBook CRC?

In the fall semester, OneBook CRC hosted a robust schedule of events including a faculty lecture, Speak Out! discussions, Cafeteria Science discussions, Films, and Bringing Science to Life explorations. We gathered feedback from students who attended these events to find out what they thought of OneBook, and those responses were really phenomenal. Here are just a few responses to the question “What I liked best about this event”:

“I liked how informative this event was and how it makes you think about life and education.”

“the awareness of what is going on throughout the country and around us through a book discussion.”

“The discussion and different perspectives that people contributed—thank you so much for creating OneBook! I really enjoyed it. It definitely made me feel a part of the CRC community.”

“I loved looking at cells closely and learning how cells work and just the complexity of cells. I really loved looking through the microscope.”

“Student/staff interaction enhances the educational process.”

“relating it to my life as a college student”

“hearing ideas/comments/questions from people not in our class.”